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Common Name Botanical Name

Blanc Double de
Courbert

Bonica®

Campfire

Carefree Beauty™

Rosa 'Blanc Double
de Coubert'

Light
Req.

Height - 5-7' Spread - 5-7' From early summer until the arrival of frost,
the sweet licorice scent of these enchanting flowers beckons to all that
Full Sun
are near. The loose, delicate blooms of purest white are intoxicatingly
fragrant, day or night. With the approach of fall, the foliage dons the
colors of the season, enhanced further by large scarlet fruits.

Rosa 'MEIdomonac' Full Sun

Rosa 'CA 29' PPAF

Rosa 'BUCbi'

Notes

Height - 3-5' Spread - 3-4' Soon after the lustrous leaves emerge dark
green with a subtle edge of red, the arching stems fill quickly and this
1987 AARS® winner is blanketed with trusses of round pink buds, gently
scalloped flowers, and an aroma of apple. As fall approaches, the lovely
blooms are replaced with attractive bright orange hips.

Height - 3' Spread - 3' An exciting rose from the Canadian Artist Rose
series, Campfire has exceptional hardiness combined with eye-catching
blooms & bright glossy foliage. Shapely buds with yellow & red tones
open to semi-double flowers of yellow, edged in a deep rosy pink. As the
Full Sun
season progresses, the pink edging becomes more prominent and
produces an incredible smoldering blend of yellow and deep pink blooms
that continue until frost. Excellent disease resistance; stems are smooth
with only the occasional short thorns.

Full Sun

Height - 3-4' Spread - 4-5' This Buck rose boasts thick, olive green
foliage that is naturally resistant to disease. From spring until fall, the
leaves provide a backdrop for lovely double blooms of coral pink that
release a fresh apple fragrance. The addition of bright orange hips in
autumn enhances the season-spanning performance.

Rosa 'Champlain'

Height - 3' Spread - 2-3' This Explorer rose boasts profuse clusters of
dark velvety blooms which deepen at the petal tips and provide a bounty
Full Sun
of color and a fresh light scent from spring until the hardest frosts.
Autumn finds the blooms accompanied by round orange hips. Resistant to
disease and insects.

Charles Albanel

Rosa 'Charles
Albanel'

Height - 2-3' Spread - 3-4' One of the smallest Explorers, this rose
blooms with fragrant clusters of mauve-red flowers that recur throughout
Full Sun
the season. A resilient rose that's resistant to disease, it has a vivid
autumn display of orange-red fruit along with orange and yellow fall
foliage. Promising results have been reported in zone 2.

Cuthbert Grant

Rosa 'Cuthbert
Grant'

Height - 3' Spread - 2-3' An outstanding member of the Parkland
series, this award-winning rose blooms throughout the season with
Full Sun fragrant clusters of three to six. Often compared to those of hybrid teas,
the memorable flowers are deep, velvety red and are splendid to behold.
Resistant to disease, the foliage is a luxuriant glossy green.

Champlain
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Double Knock Out®

Easy Elegance® All
the Rage

Easy Elegance®
DayDream™

Easy Elegance® High
Voltage

Easy Elegance®
Sweet Fragrance

Grootendorst
Supreme

Hansa

Rosa 'RADtko'
PP16,202

Height - 3-4' Spread - 3-4' The same wonderful characteristics of its
sister, Knock Out® with twice as many petals. Cherry red blossoms attract
Full Sun
attention all summer and give way to deep, purple fall foliage. Spent
flowers drop cleanly. Hardy and disease resistant, drought tolerant once
established.

Height - 3-4' Spread - 2-3' A multi-colored spectacle with tight coral
buds swirling open to apricot-colored blossoms with luminous yellow
centers, blooming steadily all season so there will always be a range of
colors to admire. Blooms age to lipstick pink before dropping cleanly
away. Add to that astonishingly clean, disease-resistant foliage and a
perfectly round form, and you have a garden that's truly All the Rage.
Own root.

Rosa 'BAIrage'
PP19,945

Full Sun

Rosa 'BAIeam'
(PP15,736)

Height - 2-3' Spread - 2-3' 2005 All-America Rose Selections awardwinner from the Bailey rose breeding program. DayDream® is a low
spreading, arching rose with a unique flower color. Massive clusters of
fuchsia-pink blooms reflect the light in such a way as to give a hint of
Full Sun
blue. Each lightly scented bloom fades to light pink before self cleaning
for a never ending daydream of color. Wonderful disease resistance and a
nice compact habit to complement the non-stop flowering. Crown hardy
to zone 4. Own root.

Rosa 'BAIage'

Height - 3-5' Spread - 2-3' Shockingly beautiful, clusters of yellow
blossoms are held high on sturdy canes. Super clean foliage complements
Full Sun the fragrant, double blooms. Upright, vase-shaped habit will stand up in
the back of the border or stand out as an accent. Adds a jolt of color to
any garden situation.

Rosa 'BAInce'
PP19,969

Height - 2-4' Spread - 2-3' Hybrid tea-shaped buds in tropical tints of
coral and orange with a deep yellow base swirl open to full, sweetly
fragrant, apricot blossoms. Each bloom matures to salmon-pink, adding
Full Sun
interest with the range of color. Clusters of buds and blooms are held on
sturdy canes making them perfect for cutting. A vigorous, upright grower
with excellent disease-resistance. Own root.

Rosa 'Grootendorst
Full Sun
Supreme'

Rosa 'Hansa'

Height - 3-5' Spread - 3-5' The deep crimson flowers of this 'F.J.
Grootendorst' sport occur in numerous sprays with delicately fringed
petals, reminiscent of small carnations, that are typical of the
Grootendorsts. Borne on thorny canes, the abundant and near
continuous bloom is accompanied by healthy, leathery foliage of light
green.

Height - 4-6' Spread - 4' 'Hansa' typifies the hardy shrub rose for many,
a vigorous and resilient rose with a splendid multi-seasonal display. The
Full Sun large blooms of vibrant reddish-violet release an intense clove fragrance,
yet that's just a portion of it. With the approach of fall, the leaves take on
an orange hue and a profusion of large, meaty red fruits.
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Hope For Humanity

John Cabot
(Climber)

Magnifica

Morden Blush

Morden Centennial

Nearly Wild

Purple Pavement

Rosa 'Hope For
Humanity'

Height - 2-4' Spread - 2' The deep wine red buds of this splendid
Parkland series rose appear in small clusters of four to five, then open to
Full Sun fragrant cupped flowers of blood red that bloom continuously throughout
summer starting late in June. The lustrous green foliage has good
resistance to disease and joins with the flowers for a striking result.

Height - 5-9' Spread - 6-8' The first climber in the Explorer Series, this
rose bears an abundance of fragrant blooms from early in summer until
frost, in a gamut of shades from orchid-pink to fuchsia-red.
Complemented by lustrous soft green foliage along the vigorous canes,
the lovely flowers are followed by attractive hips of orange.

Rosa 'John Cabot'

Full Sun

Rosa 'Magnifica'

Height - 4-6' Spread - 4-6' Shades of reds and purples blend effortlessly
in richly colored flowers that open nearly flat to reveal prominent
stamens of bright gold. As they do, the clusters of loose double blooms fill
Full Sun
the air with the scent of cloves. Very disease resistant, the deeply
wrinkled foliage puts on a colorful fall show complemented by orange-red
hips.

Height - 2-3' Spread - 2-3' This floriferous Parkland series rose has
beautiful pointed buds of ivory and blush that open to sweetly fragrant,
Rosa 'Morden Blush' Full Sun high centered blooms of creamy ivory blushed with pink at the center. As
they mature, the lovely flowers fade fully to ivory. Low growing, with
glossy green foliage, 'Morden Blush' also provides orange-red fruit in fall.

Rosa 'Morden
Centennial'

Full Sun

Height - 3-5' Spread - 3-5' This Parkland series rose flowers all season
with especially profuse flushes of rich pink flowers at beginning and end.
The lightly scented blooms appear in clusters among healthy, disease
resistant foliage before being replaced by persistent red hips. While
reliably hardy in zone 3, some success has been reported in zone 2.

Rosa 'Nearly Wild'

Height - 2-3' Spread - 2-3' With its low growth habit, great disease
resistance, nonstop bloom, and inescapable nostalgia, this is an ideal
Full Sun
landscape rose. The elegant, pointed buds open to single pink flowers
that are beautiful in their simplicity. The blooms are sweetly scented with
apple, and are held above foliage tinted just slightly with red.

Rosa 'Rotesmeer'

Height - 3' Spread - 3' The bright green foliage of this rose has
excellent disease resistance and forms a nice mounded plant well suited
Full Sun for use in mass plantings or as a colorful low hedge. Flowers are a purplish
red with bright yellow stamens. With the approach of autumn, intensely
fragrant blooms are replaced by colorful dark red hips. Own root.
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Ramblin' Red®
(Climber)

Redleaf

William Baffin
(Climber)

Winnipeg Parks

Rosa 'RADramblin'
PP14,270

Rosa glauca

Full Sun

Height - 6-10' Spread - 6' This climber came to us from the creator of
Knock Out®. The foliage is borne on strong pliable canes, and displays a
touch of red before maturing to deep, dark green. Compared to its
parent, 'Henry Kelsey', it has equal hardiness, slightly better disease
resistance and fuller flowers of a rich, more true, red.

Height - 5-6' Spread - 4-5' While the flowers are stunning in their
simplicity, it is the foliage of this rose that is most greatly valued. Blue,
green, plum and red all blend exquisitely in the waxy leaves. The flowers
Full Sun
open to form narrow, star-like blooms of deep pink with white centers. In
fall, foliage intensifies alongside hips of bright purple-red and canes of
violet.

Height - 8-10' Spread - Varies' From June until hard frost, the thick
upright canes of this Explorer Series rose are covered with clusters of up
Rosa 'William Baffin' Full Sun to 30 informal blooms of strawberry pink highlighted by stamens of bright
yellow. Hardy, vigorous, and resistant to pests and disease, this
handsome climber has small red-orange rose hips that carry it into winter.

Rosa 'Winnipeg
Parks' PP9,122

Height - 2-3' Spread - 2-3' The pointed buds of this Parkland rose are
borne in small clusters of deep pinkish-red and open to dark cherry pink
Full Sun flowers with a dark pink reverse. The slightly fragrant flowers age to dark
pink backed by matte green foliage that takes on a reddish tinge in fall.
With a bonus of red hips, this compact, low growing rose is a beauty.
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